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DESCRIPTION: A unique and highly practical handbook for chemists, chemical engineers, technicians, and students preparing to enter industry. It is designed for those working in chemical process development, or tech transfer to pilot or commercial plants. Contents include physical property data for chemicals, solvents, gases and materials; concise monographs on key concepts such as heat transfer, temperature control, agitation, distillation, crystallization, and process safety screening; equipment data; safety information; important pointers and guidelines for developing scalable reactions; tips and techniques for effective process development.

INTENDED AUDIENCE: Practicing chemists, chemical engineers and technicians, as well as students and graduates preparing to enter the fine chemical industry.

AUTHOR'S BACKGROUND: Francis X. McConville holds a BS in Chemistry and MS degrees in both Biotechnology and Chemical Engineering from Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He has been involved in the chemical and related fields for nearly 30 years, including 14 years as a process engineer at Sepracor, Inc. He has helped scale up chemical and biochemical processes in Asia, Europe and North America. He works as a consultant and training instructor and lives with his family in Massachusetts.

DISTRIBUTION: The Pilot Plant Real Book is available directly from the publisher and from select vendors of scientific books. Dealer inquiries welcome.

"...deserves to be a best seller. No pilot plant should be without it! The content is just what is needed." - Dr. Trevor Laird, founder of Scientific Update. "Pilot plant real book" to be exact; "Pilot Plant Bible" not an exaggeration. I felt lucky to get a copy of this book BEFORE setting my foot into pilot plant. I found it extremely useful in transitioning into pilot plant operations from R&D laboratory environment. For these two, many things are same in principles but different in real operations. The book teaches everything: reactors, fittings, material compatibility, pumping, heat exchange, distillation, recrystallization, etc. In doing so it truly helps practitioners to scale up reactions successfully and safely. I u